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I:. General I:ntroduction to Quality. Standardisation, and Matrology {QSM) 

The fundamental rules of competitive global manufacturing are changing 
with the emergence of a new approach to the organization of the firm. This 
app:roach bas been most closely identified with key aspects of successful Asian 
manufacturers but is rapidly gaining adherents among man\Z.facturers across the 
globe. Much of the analysis concerning this development centers on the 
leading role of quality and quality control. This is because leading 
manufacturers have been able to establish ever higher levels of product and 
service quality as sources of major competitive advantage. 

Developing countries are rapidly recognizing that quality and hs 
related disciplines figure prominently in strategic national objectives and 
can help to achieve social and economic progress. 

Two ot?:er areas which are of prime iq>ortance for quality and 
improvement efforts are .. trology and •t:andarda. For instance. industrial 
-trology serves to aaint:aill a ayat- of accurate .. a811%'9me1lt• tdlich are 
nec•••ary to •upport the production of quality gooda and •erri.ce•. This 
involves activities such as the careful calibration of machine17 and 
laboratory instruments and greatly aids the quality improvement effort. 
St&Ddard.11 can play a very important role in the quality improvement effort. 
A •bndard is generally any Mt of zequ.irwnt• to be aatiafied by a -t•rial. 
proc•••• product. procedure, te•t .. thod, and/or phyaical, functional, 
perforauce, or perf0%1Ullce characterl•tic. CUrrently, the moat iq>C>rtant 
quality standard (and the fastest groping standard of all time' is the ISO 
9000 Seri••· 

ISO 9000 represents a aeries of internatioc.al standards which prescribe 
acceptable methods to design, implement and assess a quality management and 
assurance system. This series has been directly linked to the Single Market 
of the Burcpean Onion and fims that are certified as having met this standard 
are able to ~te in this market. ISO 9000 is an attempt to standardize a 
general approach to quality systems at the enterprise level. One factor 
e.xplaining Lbe rapid success of ISO 9000 is that it brings a degree of order 
to the market for quality improvement services. Before ISO 9000 there were 
many different types of •quality programmes• in use. ISO 9000 offers a 
universal standard which reduces much confusion. 

First, ISO 9000 provides the enterprise with a ready set of definitions 
as to what constitutes Q\!&lity. Second, clear guidelines are ,rovided for 
setting up a quality system. Where the enterprise has had little or no 
experience with quality and improvement, ISO 9000 can provide a solid 
foundation for subsequent ~rovement efforts. Moreover, enterprise managers 
do not have to be convinced of necessary changes in order to attain this 
certification. This represents a positive development - prior to ISO 9000 
many managers displayed cynicism regarding quality iJnprovea.ent programmes. 

However, great care should be taken to avoid confusing ISO 9000 
standards with an actual system of continuous process and product ~rovement. 
ISO 9000 only stipulates that an enterpr.ise should have a documentable quality 
system - it does not tell management which system 1 :0 use or how to go about 
the crucial business of continuous improvement of products and processes. 
tJNIDO can pranote the adoption of ISO 9000 at the enterprise level which will 
help firms gain crit:ical access to markets. But at tbe same time URIDO should 
enpbasize that ISO 9000 alone does not ensure CCX11p8titiveness. It is only a 
first step on thB path to continu~1s process improvement. 

Obviously the ;t"Ole of quality has bec:ane a cri.tical variable influencing 
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an enterprise's competitiveness_ However, in the world's most competitive 
firms increased quality is merely one by-product of an approach that stresses 
the continuous improvement of all aspects of the production process -
Increased product quality -along ~ith a simultaneous stream of advances in 
productivity, flexibility, and cost performance - occur as a result of a 
dynamic form of continual improvement of the overall organization. 

Continuous :iapxovement is the crucial issue governing competitiveness -
and can only take place within a managerial and organisational system which 
channels all the resources of the firm towards improving products and 
processes. It is the prime duty of top management to oversee the 
implementation of a system of total quality management and ensure that is 
continually improved upon. This is an important point. Failure on the part 
of managers to recognize their responsibility for reshaping the organization 
bas led to frequent disappointment with quality improvement programmes. 
Initially, efforts may yield impressive results - with significant increases 
in measured quality. However. without a managerial and organizational 
structure which encourages continuous improvement the firm will find itself 
falling further behind its more dynamic competitors - despite relative 
increases in it:s Olm levels of quality. This is because the competition has 
in place a system which generates constant change and imlovation in the course 
of production. 

In other cases, an entexprise may vigorously pursue quality improvement 
only to find sales to be flat or even declining. Analysis often reveals that 
although product quality increased - it did not reflect characteristics that 
the cu•tc:mer valued. This is another instance of management• s 
misunderstanding of quality improvement. All quality and irapxovement 
prog1amnes must be aimed at increasing custar.er satisfaction. Comprehensive 
programnes of •total quality management• or •continuous improvement• should 
be designed to help managers achieve these capabilities. 

u. A Proposed SyBt- for Quality and Illproveaent 

In the cuxrent global drive to :iaprove quality and production efficiency 
successful firms have been rewarded with increased market shares. Bmerging 
from this process are new forms of industrial partnE·rship and horizontal 
integration - as well as new types of financial and acc•)Wlting tools. While 
large enterprises have led the way in raising the global ~titive standard, 
small and medium sized enterprises are increasingly seeking increased quality 
and performance. The rapid rise in applications for ISO 9000 certification 
reflects the growing dP..mand for services in support of better quality and 
improvement. 

However, much confusion remains in the minds of enterprises managers 
concerning improvement progranmes. An absence of clear quality improvement 
procedures often worsens the waste of effort and financial resources in many 
enterprises. Importantly, the lack of adequate :>erformance measurements means 
that managers often overlook positive results frcin iq>rovement efforts. While 
certain outcomes of improved quality may be difficult to measure (e.g. the 
i.Jrl>a~t of more satisfied custaners), there are many techniques available which 
can be used to present demonstrable evidence of progress in quality and 
process iq>rovem~nt. Without such measurements many managers raay eventually 
reject quality and improvement prograna11es. 

The next section offers an integrated appronch to quality and process 
improvement. This caabines A system of quality improvement with a set of 
management tools designed to identi'y deviations fran established goals, and 
to maximize the use of existing methods by providing a system to measure t!leir 
effectivenea•. New measures are needed to integrate thd result£ of qu3lity 
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improveJUent (crucial for customer satisfaction) with measures of efficiency 
and profitability (a main concern of managers) _ Sucl: a set of measures will 
allow managers to quicken the pace o! modernization based on existing 
resources. 

:UZ. AD introduction to the ll]'Wtea approach 

The tena .fO'BCell is frequently used. In principle, a system can be 
understood as a collection of interacting components. Tbe components of a 
system include physical foDDS such as machinery, as well as functional 
:relatiooships among various physical components of the system. A system can 
be a nuclear p<M"r plant, part of an engine, a process plant for production, 
a human being or the economic system of a country. In defini.!lg a system it 
is important to establish the boundary which separates the system from its 
envi:rcanent. To speak of •cootrolling• a syatem means to adjust the outcomes 
of tbe system as closely as possible to the performance objectives. This can 
be done by •fftding back• information frcma the results of system activities 
and comparing this with stated goals or objectives. Cor:rective actions are 
then taken to xeduce the gape bet11een objectives and actual results_ Canplex 
systems may require several different feedback actions in order to be 
controlled- The system approach provides a coq>rehenaive overview of 
production perfoDlallce. In this paper the system under study is the 
production plant defined as an •enterprise.• This is represented in Figure 1-
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This ayatem is CC111>rised of two major parts: an inner quality loop and 
an outer ~t loop. '11ie inner qw1lity luop, shown in gray highlights, 
involve• the nmin activities that are responsible for canpliance vi. th 
specificatiorul and the creation of coXl&Wl!er F.atiRfai:tion. The unaqc-ment luop 
ir' re•pocsi.l>l it !or. t~e operational p.srformance of tho enterprise. Here 
object1ves a.M st.rategies must be well defined and supported by accurate data. 
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Without such infonnation effective planning and strategy formulation will be 
cliffl::ult- "1'he external environment is beyond the control of the production 
system_ 

The control of the production process can be achieved with the use of 
powerful analytical tools such as statistical process control {SPC) . SPC 
comprises an indispensable set of tools used to control deviations frcm 
established specifications in the production process. However, within the 
management loop traditional accounting tools are often the only performance 
measurements used. Standard accounting practices can overlook the critical 
role played by product and proceBSe.s improvements and may lead managers to 
undertake actions that can actually won1en qualit}• within the enterprise. 
Along with the initial implementation of toolo such as SPC the quality loop 
can be strengthened through the introduction of inspectio:is designed to detect 
deviations from 
specificatioos and to identify production non-confmmities. As deviations are 
reduced (throug~ the use of SPC) so vill the need for inspections. At this 
stage aany types of improvements at the plant level can be undertraker by 
managers_ 

Managers and workers can join together in an effort to improve ~he 

products and the production process. As defects, rework, ar.d waste are all 
reduced motivetion and profitability rill iq>rovc. At this point the 
implementaticm of pxoduct certification can be used to highlight the technical 
characteristics of the product. Additionally, ISO .:1000 can provide incentives 
for the continuous improvement of quality and c:OllSlJJDer satisfaction by 
requiring managers to document a system of good production practiceEJ. 

In the next stage it is necessary to build up the outer feedback loop 
(management loop) which includes different typea of instruments used to 
measure the state of t.lte system. As mentioned, standard accounting methods 
only provide a narrow picture of enterprise performance. To improve the 
performance evaluation of the enterprise new instru?Dents have to be defined 
and iq;>lemented. Operational and financial met1ics must be complemented by 
those which measure consumer satisfa~tion. 

The results of this performance evaluation shall be c:anpared with the 
objectives of the enterprise (standards, specifications, consumer 
requirements, management goals B!ld plans, etc:.) ~o further refine strat~gic 
decisions. The basic assumption of the system lll_:>proach presented in Pigure 
l is that when objP.ctive measur~')JltS of perfo:z:maace are tied to profitability 
and c:ustaner satisfaction entrepreneurs will nded no further proof of the 
importance of continuous improvement. 

Bach box in Figure 1 indicates caamonly used tools and methods in the 
operation of the enterprise. Naturally, the number and the c:anplexity of the 
canponents within production systems vary widely. The systems in many small 
and IDl!clium enterprises can be controlled using a few relatively simple 
improvement tools and methods. Large enterprises require a substantial amount 
of effort and resources to achieve and maintain control. Further, they must 
optimize their production time constant to maintain canpetitive lead times. 

Control strategies will only be effective lf 111P..asurements provide Anough 
infonaation to support appropriate actions. This means tlutt the instruments 
used to measure the performance of the enterprise have to be quick and 
reliable. 

Two basic instT"Jments bav~ been developed by UHIDO for this purpose: a 
abort~JPedium term measurement reflecting the differeace between planned and 
actual performance and a medium- long term mee.iaurements to present the 
accwnulate=d performances. 
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These two instrumen~s are implemented through software toolkits. The 
first ooe - BEST (Business Bnviromnent Strategic Toolkit) - is a set of user 
friendly software modules designed to both teach entrepreneurs production 
planning and to support strategic decisions_ The main modules are the 
Operation Management Assistance. the Strategic Management Assistance. the 
Ir.vestment Assistance and the Product Monitoring Assistance. BEST is not a 
traditional accounting system -but a caaprehensive operational tool for 
nt""9'1'r&. Operating indicators are used to monitor perfonaance. productivity 
and utilization of facilities. 

The second instrument - F:IT (Financial Improvement Toolkit) - is a 
management support tool to aid in operational and strategic decision making. 
A group of inportant indicators are calculated and their evolution over time 
is displayed. "nlese indicators are used to strategically position the business 
and 
to point to potentiel operational problem areas. This tool can analyze an 
entire entexprise. or specific strategic business units (SBU - CODSist of well 
defined products or services which are targeted at specific market segments 
) withi..Q an enterprise. 

'l'bese softvare tools can provide entrepreneurs invaluable insight into 
~ir enterprise's operational performance. The results are presented in 
graphical form canparing monthly planned versus· actual performance. 

IV - tmlDO'• Prosira-• in QSll 

URIDO's activities in the field of QSM started in the 1970's with an 
emphasis on standardization and metrology. Over a period of two decades 
projects have been implemented in all continents for the establishment of 
standardization bodies and national metrology laboratorieY. From 1989 to 
1993, over 75 projectl!I representing more than US$ 40 million were 
implemented. Minor assistance has also been offered to assess national 
institutions in product certification. 

In 1987, the ISO (lntenJatioaal ~zaticn for Standardization) issued 
the ISO 9000 series which bas beccme tbe most rapidly growing standard of all 
tilr.e. The rate of growth in applications for ISO 9000 certification ensu1·o; 
that much quality improvement activity will center around this important 
standard through the end of the century. As mentioned, ISO 9000 is not the 
same as a system of continuous improvement - but can serve as an important 
catalyst for generating suatained increases in enterprise perfonnanc.-e. UNIDO 
is currently designing new types of assistance aimed at promoting the ISO 9000 
along with T(1! and continuous inprovement. In this context the above mentioned 
approach is being developed a&d implemented ~ith great success in Argentina, 
Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Colcmbia, Cuba, Bcuador, Mexico-, Peru and Venezuela 
ender a regional progrmmne for the modernization of the c.apit:al goods sector. 
Other potential areas for development are assistance to national 
standardization bodies - or NGOs for acquiring assessment capability for ISO 
9000 certification. 

The reoriented progranae of UNIDO in QSM also deals with certain 
specialized •core• products. UNIDO services can be provided for different 
levels outlined below on request fran member-states, and subject to 
availability of funds. 

Assist Govermaents in the establishment 
stan'!!ardi=ation and metrology policies 

of quality, 
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Assist Governments in the establishment of ISO 9000 certification 
bodies 

Institutional leyel 

Assist metrology bodies in up-grading the existent reference 
standards and procedures 
Assist national organizations in the establishment of sectoral 
laboratories 
Build capacity to assist ente:rprises in the application of the 
br->ad range of quality ~ools using a systems approach for quality 
iqu:ovement 

entexprise leyel 

Bstablisbment of specialized laboratories 
Assistance to ~lement the system approach for quality 
iq>1ovement 

In the future the CCJllllllitment of enterpri&a managers will be necessary 
to guarantee tbe ongoing success of 1JRIDO progrannes in QSM_ In the early 
stages of impr.onment managers will be faced with the rigid requirements 
illlpoaed by ISO 9000. At this point it is equally critical that the manager 
be convinced of the need to measure ente:rprise perfo:rmance and begin a 
prug1w of continuous iq>rovement. 'l'herefore, the system approach represents 
an effective way to ccmbine both robust technical assistance in QSM and 
pragmatic improvement efforts. 

UllZDO'• con product• 

'1'he system approach described above offers an objective way to measure 
system performance and can serve as an overall methodology which can praaote 
linkages across various QSM projects in tJHIDO. The appxoach was lirst applied 
in 1993 in the regional prug:raame of capical goods sector in Latin America and 
Caribbeau countries and is presently being initiated in a national execution 
project in Tunisia. Below are presented sane proposed core products which 
increase UHIDO's participaticn and iq>act in the rapidly growing area of QSM. 

a) B8rOllD ISO JOOO or 'l1ITIDO ISO JOOtr •.PJ'.l'Oacll 

ISO 9000 baa now becane necessary t<' help firms enter foreign markets. 
However, it is not: sufficient to guarantee their sustained success. An %SO 
9000 Certificate doe• not guarantee a product• a quality nor the eapahili ties 
of -.nagan. To achieve sustainable market performance the enteq,rise must go 
beyond ISO 9000 and implement a cauprehensive system that will generate 
continuous improvements in quality, cost and flexibility. Increased quality 
is one by-product of an a~roach that stresses continual improvement at all 
the ste~a of the production proceBB. '1'h9 crucial issue dete:r:mining cai;>etitive 
success is the ability cf managers to aeate a production system that channels 
all the resources of the ente:rprises towards iJll>roving products and processes. 

Coq>anies seeking for the ISO 9000 certification must be concerned with 
strategies that should go beyond it and include: 

_programnes for iq>lementation of Total Quality Management Systems 
and continuous inl>rovement of the overall production process from 
product design to custaner delivery 

implementation of user friendly and precise instruments for 

I I II I II 

• 
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measuring the technical as well as the managerial performance of 
the enterprise. 

Experience gathered through the implementation of a series of pro)ects 
for promoting quality ~rovement and ISO 9000 certification has provided the 
basis for the above mentioned approach. Tbis approach doeS not limit itself 
to ISO 9000 certification - but aims at creating a sustainable basis for the 
=ontinuous improvement of process anci product g:uality. In addition. this 
strategy aims to disseminate methods arui instruments to managers that can 
provide valu&ble insight into tbe cgl'l>etitive strengths and weaknesses of 
their ente:r:prises. While the limitations of ISO 9000 are recognized, the 
heavy demand for certification represents a good reason for llNIDO to intensify 
the assistance for developing countries for quality impz:ovement services. This 
recently developed approach is currently being successfully used in over 90 
enterprises in Latin America and the caribbean. 

The 1DUDO ISO 9000- is based on the system approach described above and 
includes, ~ng others components for strengthening continuous improvement 
capabilities, implementation of Total Quality Management in enterprises, 
applica~ion of Statistical Process Control, preparation for ISO 9000 
certification, ISO 9000 diagnostic at plant level, assessment methodologies 
fo~ product certification, continuous operational performance evaluation. 
computerized production and business perf onnance evaluation, strengthening 
strategic planning and decision making capabilities. 

1JNIDO ISO 90oo- service could support activities at 
levels: 

three major 

Institution Bµilding : Building capacity at the level of national 
organizations (industry associations, R&D institutions, 
consulting coapanies, etc.) to be used for assisting enterprises 
in iq>lementing quality systems, and management and control based 
on ISO 9000; 

groups of ente:r:prises: Cost effective implementation of the 
procedures requirad for certification in ISO 9000 

Individual entei:pris~ in implementing total quality management 
prograaaes and practices for continuous improvement, assessing 
conditions for ISO 9000 certification and implementing corrective 
acticns 

b) A•••••Mt ad support for tbe ••tab11s1Jlllent of ISO 9000 
cert1f1cat1oD bodJ.es 

ISO 9000 certification increasingly represent~ a camionly accepted •seal 
of approval• for a fb:m to act as a sub-contractor or to export to large parts 
of the world. A recent ISO publication (ISO 9000 News, January 1994) 
indicates that out of the 45,000 total certificates issued through 1993 only 
O. 1 percent uere issued in developing countries - for a cotal of 3 ~ 5 
ce:rtificates. 

It ill likely that this figure represents only tho&e certificates issued 
by the most important assessment bodies from developed countries to 
enterprisen in developing countries. A critical point is that national 
assessment bodieo in developing countries do not have the credibility to be 
accepted around tbe world. Without mutual recognition of assessment bodies, 
standards such as ISO 9000 are likely to represent significant non-tariff 
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barriers to trade in caning years. 

With these important developments in mind a new UNIDO product is under 
development to assist Governmentb in the establis~_ment of national assessment 
for ISO 9000 certification of local enterprises. 

The prodt;ct will be implemented at selected groups of enterprises 
seeking ISO 900 certification in the country and will canpri~~ support to 
local authorities in the selection of the national assessment body, 
application of ISO 9000 procedures to the selected group of enterprises to be 
initiated by international eqerts who will then prepare the national teams, 
est3blisbment of all required procedures and paper work at the selected 
institution and search for cooperation with assessment bodies fran developed 
countries for the purpcse of mutual recognition_ 

c) Caatre• for Product1rity and Quality 

Another effective approach is to establish permanent centres dedicated 
to training managers, technicians and workers in the application of various 
improvement practices such as statistical process control. These coule be 
based at a university, tec:bnical institute, or industry association facility. 
OHZDO is currently assisting in the creation of such centres in Brazil and 
Rungacy. They can be staffed by full or part-time faculty with plant-level 
experience in applied methods of quality control and continuous improvement. 
Training sessions and semiMra should also include quality and improvement of 
pn>fessionals fran Dlltinational fiDllB as well as their national counterparts. 
Governnent support is xequired in the start-up phase. Hoveve'!', these centres 
are ultimately expected to be self-financing (usually within three years) 
through funds obtained f ran trade and industry associations and chambers of 
ccaaerce, as well as fees paid by individual fixms. 

A permanent institution avoids sane of the pitfalls Ci ""only encountered 
wit 1:i other methods for training and application. First, they will generally 
be cheaper than consultants and their training more appropriate than offered 
Uf universities. Second, consulting fixms that tend to specialize in a 
limi~ed ~e of il!Provement techniques while the appropriate mix depends on 
the products and processes of the finn and will change over time. A permanent 
centre is better able to meet these varied and changing needs. Third, 
assistance fran consultants is almost always limited in duration, although the 
transition fran a beginning practitioner to a continuous improvement firm 
takes many years. Fourth, a pei:manent oentr.e is better prepared to advise on 
many of the strategic issu ~s of continuous improvement which are of a 
lonq-te:r:m character and link suppliers with their customers. Pinally, these 
centres can afford to take a very practical approach to improvement problems 
while universitiLs (and sanetimes consultants) emphasize theoretical aspects 
rather than applications. 

d) Rebab111tat1~a of ••trology J&borator1•• 

Metrology is the science of measurement with the principal goal of 
creating and maintaining the unifcmnity of measurements in any rP.quired human 
activity. Metrology consists of three main parts, in particular: •cientific, 
indu•tri~l and legal metrology. 

Scientific .. trology df"isls with the development and maintenance of 
national primary, reference and working standards and traceability of units 
ot physical quantities from standards to working instruments. 
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iDdu•trial and l81Jal metrology. 

Scientific -trology deals with the development and maintenance '>f 
national primary, reference and working standards and traceability of units 
of physical quantities from standards to working instruments. 
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Xnoustrial aetrology deals vith calibration and testing services to 
industry. 

Legal .. trology deals vith legal and regulatory control in relation to 
unite of measurements, methods of measurements and measuring instruments. 

To i'Jll)lement its goal in the creation and maintenance of national and 
reference standards, as well as in providing traceability to industry, a 
metrology system or metrology tree is a national infrastructure which has been 
created in deV2loped countries and should be est3.blished in de".!loping 
countries. It starts fran the national standards maintained by the national 
laboratories, ccntinues with the national network of calibration laboratories, 
goes to the reference standards of industrial ~anies and testing 
laborntories. In this trP.e, some elements are essential: 

the national metrolog"./ standards which comply with the SI units 
(international system) 
the national laboratories which maintain the National standards 
and disseminate the units 
the calibration laboratories. 

'l.'he objective of the Rehabilitation of aetrology laboratories is to 
iq>:rove or create credible capacity at regional, national and sectoral levels 
to enable the national system to provide traceability in measurements at any 
level with confidence to danestic and foreign custaners. 

'!'be objective of the assistance will be achieved through evaluation of 
existing structures and available facilities by a UHIDO • s staff 
member/international expert, identification of the major changes to be taken 
by the national institutions to overcane discrepancies, and implementation of 
the required actions to achieve the objectives of the assistance through 
utilisation of national/international expertise and of additional/new 
equipment. 

Special COD9ideratione 

The core products described above are usually considered necessary to support 
countries in iq>roving the quality of theh goods and increasing the i;ctential 
of enterprises to caipete with foreign products. Tbe costs of ONIDO assistance 
would vary from case to case, depending on the OHIDO's services considered 
neces~ary. Core products like •Beyond ISO 9000• or assessment for 
certification may be estimated at the race of US$ 3,000 to US$ s,ooo per 
enterprise per year, over a period of time, for groups comprising 20 
enterprises. As far as funding is concerned the core products are specially 
suited for self financing by the enterprises and cost shared by specialized 
funding agencies or donor countries. 

Per ~dditional information please contact: 

UMIDO - United Nations Industridl Development Organization 
Institutional Support and Bnterprise Development Branch 
P.O.Box 300 
A-1400 Vienna, Austria 
Pax 43-1-23-9934 




